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Abstract

The crystal structure of vanadyl pyrophosphate has been redetermined using single crystals obtained
from a near solidified melt of a microcrystalline catalyst sample. Crystals that index as vanadyl
pyrophosphate obtained from this melt are variable in color. Crystallographic refinement of the single
crystal X-ray diffraction data indicates that structural differences among these materials can be described in
terms of crystal defects associated with linear disorder of the vanadium atoms. The importance of the
disorder is outlined in the context of its effect on the proposed surface topology parallel to (1,0,0). Models
of the surface topology simply and intuitively account for the non-stoichometric surface atomic P/V ratio
exhibited by selective catalysts of this phase. These models also poJ_nt to the possible role of the excess
phosphorus in providing site k_oLation of reactive centers at the surface.

Introduction

The conversion of butane to maleic anhydride on vanadium phosphorus oxide catalysts represents the

only commercial process for selective functionalizafion of an alkane. The catalytic performance of vanadium

phosphorus oxide catalysts for this reaction is unequaled by any other metal or metal-oxide system. A large

number of published reports attribute catalytic activity/selectivity to the bulk crystalline phase vanadyl

pyrophosphate, (VO)2P207 (2-.7). The catalytic performance of vanadyl pyrophosphate is strongly related

to the method of preparation employed. For example, vanadyl pyrophosphate catalysts synthesized in

aqueous versus organic media have significant catalytic performance differences (6,8-13). In this paper ':he

structural complexities of vanadyl pyrophosphate are explored through single crystal X-ray structural

analysis. The single crystal results seem to provide an additional perspective on the differences evidenced in

the properties derived from different solvent systems. Further, the results of these crystallographic studies

have led us to assemble zereth-order models of the surface topology parallel to (1,0,0) and to gain some

insight into the potential role of the non-stoichometric surface phosphorus in determining selectivity.

Structure-Activity Relationships in VPO Cat_.a_

The catalysts used irl this study were prepared with approximately 10% excess phosphorus in aqueous

and organic media according to well-established literature procedures (6). The [VOHPO4h.H90 precursors

from the aqueous and organic preparations were dehydrated and partially oxidized by aft"calcination at



400oC for 1-2 hours. The microcrystalline catalysts described here were formed and characterized after

running the butane oxidation reaction at 1.4 - 2.0% butane __nd 1000 GHSV for approximately 750

continuous hours. Catalyst performance of the organic derived catalyst is 7 absolute yield points superior to

the aqueous counterpart over the range of space velocities (Figure 1). Many similarities exist between the

two catalyst systems. Both microcrystalline catalysts have a vanadium oxidation state of 4.01 _+0.01, a bulk
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Flaure 1. Catalyst performance for aqueous (dotted line) and organic

(solid line) derived vanadyl pyrophosphate catalysts.

phosphorus to vanadium ratio of 1.00 + 0.025, and XPS surface atomic phosphorus/vanadium ratios of 1.5

+ 0.3. There are several measurements that distinguish the two catalyst systems. The BET surface areas are

10 and 14 m2/g. for aqueous and organic derived catalyst systems, respectively. The SEM determined

morphologies of the [VOHPO4]2.H20 precursors are large hexagonal plates and thin, rose-like platelets for

the aqueous and organic catalysts, respectively. However, these major morphological differences are

somewhat diminished in the aged catalysts. SEM images indicate in both systems significant fracturing of

the platelets and formation of rectangular and rodlike crystal habits 0.1 - 1.0 microns in size, with the

organic system having more rods than the aqueous counterpart and generally smaller in size by a factor of

two. The previously published XRD pattems (Figure 2a-b) of the resulting aqueous and organic derived

catalysts (6) differ in two respects: (1) the overall intensities of the primary peaks in the powder patterns are

greater in intensity for the aqueous derived catalyst; and (2) a single reflection at 3.87,_ (20CuK= = 22.90 °)

is significantly broadened in the organic derived catalyst. The lr':_r difference has been attributed to layer

stacking disorder in vanadyl pyrophosphate (10,12,14). The exact form of the orientational disorder

contributing to this key, distinguishing feature has not previously been reported.

The solid-state structure of vanadyl pyrophosphate has previously been reported (15), but

inconsistencies in these studies have generated doubt concerning the accuracy of the crystallographic model.

Because, as the previous discussion indicates, the structural nuances of vanadyl pyrophosp':ate are of such
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Rauro _ Observed X-ray powder patterns for microcrystalline catalysts prepared in (a) aqueous

and (b) organic media.

great importance to catalysis, a re-examination of this structural determination se_med prudent. Thus, single

crystals were obtained via a new route: crystal growth from a near-solidified melt of the microcrystalline

catalyst. The structural l;nkage between the synthesized crystals and the microcrystalline catalyst samples

was f'_nly e_rablished by compa_k,_g crystal and catalyst vibrational spectra using laser Raman and FTIR

microprobe techniques. With the new crystals, we have sought to re-determine the crystal structure in order

to clarify the origin of apparent crystal defects. In addition, we have made an attempt to assemble zeroth-

order models of the surface topology parallel to (1,0,0) which would accommodate the non-stoichometric

surface phosphorus. Differences between bulk and surface P/V stoichometry for microcrystalline vanadyl _-

pyrophosphate catalysts have been reported previously (16), as well as the decrease of reaction selectivity

associated with surface phosphorus loss durivg the butane reaction (17). It is clear that any structural model

for the catalyst must account for the disposition of excess surface phosphorus, and its role in selectively

enhancement.

L-L

The__.._,Cr3_stal Stru.ctu re of Vanadyl l_ro.qp..h_h_¢, Re visi_d

Simultaneously hl 1978, Linde and Gorbunova (15a), and separately, Middlemiss (15b), reported the

X-ray structure determination of vanadyl pyrophosphate. Unfortunately, the results of both studies =

possessed serious flav_s in their crystallographic models. Middlemiss attempted to phase the structure via

Patterson synthesis ("heavy-atom" techniques), which resulted in the ref'mement of a projection of the

structure in the non-centrosymmetric space group Pbc2x (18a). Linde utilized statistical phasing methods to

solve the structure, which resulted in a model with identical connectivity as that described by Middlemiss,

and lower residuals: R_=0.089, and R_=0.091, However, the Linde model contained several unu_=ual

bonding interactions and puzzling pseudo-symmetry. The bonding interactions in question involved the
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vanadyl moiety (V=O), which in the fully refined model gave two chemically inequivalent bonds: two in the

range of 1.54(2)_, and the remaining two interactions of approximately 1.72(2)/_. Furthermore, the

structure was reported in a brief format with little experimental information.

Diffraction quality crystals of vanadyl pyrophosphate, used to re-determine the crystal structure, have

been obtained from near-solidified melts derived from microcrystalline catalyst samples. Recrystallization

experiments utilized samples taken from a fixed-bed reactor after more than 5000 hours in the butane

oxidation reaction. Surprisingly, the single crystals harvested from these melts, which index as vanadyl

pyrophosphate in diffraction experiments, are variable in color, ranging from emerald-green to gray, and

from yellow-brown to red-brown. Single crystals described by Linde et al. and Middlemiss were reportedly

emerald-green in color. Color variations have been noted previously in the preparation of microcrystalline
catalyst materials (19).

Emerald-green crystals of vanadyl pyrophosphate are orthorhombic (20), with a = 7.710(2)/_, b =

9.569(2)A, c= 16.548(3)/_, V= 1220.9(8)/_,3, Pcalc = 3.359(2) g/cm3. Red-brown crystals exhibit lattice

parameters which are slightly dilated relative to their emerald-green counterparts: a=7.746(2)/_,, b=

9,606(2)/_,, c=16.598(3)/_,, V= 1235.0(8)/_ 3, Pcalc = 3.320(2) g/cm 3. Lattice parameters cited by the

previous authol.'sare nearly identical to the emerald-green specimens studied here. Aside from the color

variation, the intensities and peak widths for numerous reflections collected from the single crystals show

marked differences between the materials. These differences are similar to those reported for the X-ray

powder diffractfion patterns for catalysts prepared from aqueous or organic media. Significant differences

also exist in the Raman spectra for emerald-green and red-brown crystals. For example, emerald-green and

gray crystals exhibit a strong sharp doublet centered at 922 cm-_, which is diminished to a broad weak

singlet at 928 cm-1 for the yellow-brown and red-brown materials (21)_ We believe that the structural

differences apparent in these single crystals are likely those which have been identified with the

rnicrocrystalline catalysts and relate to the ordering of the metal atoms within the structure.

The diffraction data taken from ten single crystals of vanadyl pyrophosphate have been extensively

studied. Due to the complexity of this crystal structure, only a terse discussion of our results will be

presented here. Our primary interest was to verify that the solution of the crystal structure reported by Linde

was correct, and secondly, to deterrnine the cause of the poor ref'mement results.

The atomic coordinates reported by Linde indicated strong pseudo-symmetry, especially apparent for

the heavy atoms (22), suggestive of higher space group symmetry than that chosen. However, no higher

symmetry description of the lattice could be found. The space group extinctions are rigorously consistent

only with the choice of Pca2_or the centrosymmetric counterpart, Pcam (18b). Structural solutions for

emerald-green and red-brown crystals (and for the data published by Middlemiss) can be found in non-

centrosymmetric Pca2_consistent with structure reported by Linde. While not fully indicative of a correct

zolution, these twenty-six atom models ref'me to convention',d residuals in the range of R 1---0.089-0.096and

Rw=0.093-0.099 for the crystals studied. A perspective plot of one layer of the structure projected on the

bc-plane is illustrated in Figure 3. We have also been able to find numerous solutions to the structure,

censistent with the connectivity of vanadyl pyrophosphate, in the centrosymmetric space groups Peam and
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Pcaa (18c). Efforts to refine these centrosymmetric structures have failed to yield models which converge at

residuals less than R 1=0.15.
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Figure 3j Projection of the continuous structure of vanadyl pyrophosphate

onto the crystallographic bc-plane.

Difference Fouriers computed from the twenty-six atom models in Pca21 for both emerald-green and

red-brown crystals indicate residual electron density consistent with disorder of the vanadium sites. The

disordered positions for the metal atoms are oriented approximately 0.65/_, across the basal plane of the

distorted octahedral vanadium coordination sphere. This type of disorder is common for crystal structures

which possess square-pyramidally distorted octahedral metal centers and is the cause of the previously

reported diffiaction streak effects noted in electron diffraction studies of the microcrystaUine catalysts (23).

For this structure the disorder represents a columnar re-orientation of the vanadyl bonds, reversing the

direction of the entire column along the a.axis, lt should be noted that for ali crystals studied, there is no

such disorder indicated for the phosphonas atoms.

In order to better understand the symmetry and structure of the crystallographic model, consider the

schematic representation of a small fragrnent of the continuous solid reported by Linde, depicted in Figure 4.
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F._Igure.4, Schematic representation of the vanadium centered dimeric unit which comprises

the layered structure of vanadyl pyrophosphate.



Neglecting the exact direction of the vanadyl and pyrophosphate groups, this two-dimensional fragment

is representative of the unit of structure comprising the close-packed layers of vanadyl pyrophosphate. The

d 1 vanadium centers possess pyramidally distorted octahedral coordination. The structural anisotropy about

the metal atom is attributable to the formal double bond between the vanadium and the vanadyl oxygen, and

a concomitantly Weak interlayer oxygen interaction trans to V=O (24). The close-packed layer structure is

comprised of this dimeric unit in which adjacent vanadium centered octahedra share a common polyhedral

edge. Each dimer is surrounded by six apex-shared pyrophosphate groups. The pyrophosphate groups

form interlayer bonds via the pyrophosphate oxygen ( P-O-P ), are oriented perpendicular to the pl,me of the

paper h_Figure 3, and bridge to adjacent layers above or below the plane. If, for instance, the direction of

these six pyrophosphates alternate their orientation relative to the clos_.-packedplane, ie. oriented up-down-

up-down-up-down traversing the perimeter of the dimer, then e center of symmetry could be defined, and a

centrosymmetric structure would result. For emerald-green and red-brown single crystals, the six

pyrophosphate groups are oriented non-symmorphically with respect to the dimer (25). The structure

described by Linde in Pca21possesses an orientation for the six pyrophosphate groups of up-up-down-

down-up-down (or the converse). No model of the structure of vanadyl pyrophosphate possessing this

symmetry can be constructed with less than four independent phosphorus atoms contained in the asymmetric

unit of the cell. This condition forces the use of the non-centrosymmetric space group, and as will be shown

below, presents an intriguing structure at the termination of the crystal parallel to the (1,0,0) surface.

Accounting for the disorder of the metal atoms in the crystallographic refinement improves the results

earlier reported by Linde, but the site disorder exhibited is not simple nor statistical. The dimeric vanadium

polyhedra within the crystal form a chain-like structure parallel to the a-axis, with the two independent

chains lying at approximately y = 0 and y = 1/2, as illustrated in Figure 3. Interestingly, only two of the

four independent vanadium sites disorder fv,"emerald-green crystals, while all four sites disorder for their

red-brown counterparts (26). In emerald-green crystals, those vanadium atom sites which lie in a chain

along the c-axis at y=l/2, disorder with approximate 3:1 site occupation for the two possible positions above

or below the basal plane. More massive disorder of ali four vanadium sites is found for the red-brown

crystals. Preliminary counter-weighted isotropic least-squares refinement of the disordered model leads to

convergence at R1=0.0344 and Rw=0.0355 for a typical green crystal, and R1=0.0540 and Rw=C.0560 for

a typical red-brown crystal. The aberrant bonding interactions reported by Linde axe rlot present in the fully

refined disordered models. For the two typical refinements noted above, the four independent vanadyl

bonds average 1.604(20)/%,and 1.621(13)/l in emerald-green and red-brown crystals, respectively. At this

time we do not have an exact explanation of the cause of this pattern of disorder. However, considering the
results in the case of the emerald-green crystal, a possible explanation of the disorder would involve the co-

crystallization of two polytypes of vanadyl pyrophosphate whose structures differ in the relative orientation

of adjacent dimer chains lying along y=0 and y=l/2 as illustrated in Figure 5.

There is strong evidence apparent in the single crystal step scans which indicate that the patterns of

disorder of the metal atom sites in green and brown crystals follow the differences in peak intensities and
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Models of vanadyl pyrophosphate illustrating the disordered chain structure

along the crystallographic c-axis.

peak widths in X-ray powder patterns for samples prepared via differing synthetic routes. Irt order to

dete_xnine the correlation between the single crystals and the catalyst powder patterns we have generated

simulated XRD's (Figure 6), based on the convolution of individually measured intensities from the single

= (a)
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Figure 6. Calculated powder patterns based on the convolution of peak intensity and observed peak

widths taken from single crystal step scans for (a) emerald green and (b) red-brown crystals.

crystal studies (27). These patterns indicate excellent correspondence with experimental patterns of catalyst

samples. Convolutions generated from data derived from emerald-green crystals are representative of

experimental patterns of vanadyl pyrophosphate synthesized from organic alcohol intercalated precursors,

while those generated from step scans taken from red-brown crystals resemble the patterns observed from

materials generated from aqueous preparation. In summary, these results provide support for the idea that



the differences in the XRD patterns between aqueous and organic derived catalysts arises from structural

disordering, and this disordering is associated with the orientation of the vanadyl columns in the stnlcture.

Mgd¢ls of Surface Topology Parallel to (1,0,0) and Site Isolation.

Obvious questions relate to what significance, if arty, these structural attributes might have on the

catalytic behavior of vanadyl pyrophosphate. We believe that both effects, namely, the asymmetric

orientation of the pyrophosphate groups around the vanadium dimer, and the columnar disordering of'the

vanadyl moieties can have a profound structural effect on the surface topology parallel to the (1,0,0) surface.

In order to premise our models of surface topology, it is instructive to consider the simple topotactic

reaction which transforms the orthophosphate precursors into the pyrophosphate phase, and the

consequences of the topotaxy at the (1,0,0) surface of an isolated single crystal (28). lt is important to

recognize that for each intact layer of either the orthophosphate or pyrophosphate phase, the atomic P/V ratio

is 1.0. In the case of the orthophosphate hemihydrate precursor, two equivalents of water are released as a

result of topotaxy in the generation of the pyrophosphate phase: loss of the water of solvation and one

equivalent from the dehydration of two adjacent interlayer orthophosphate groups in the formation of the

pyrophosphate (P-O-P) bond. In the ordered structure of the orthophosphate precursor, half of the

hydroxyl protons of the HOPO32" moieties are oriented above or below the close-packed plane.

Dehydration results in half of the pyrophosphate bonds being formed in bridging positions to a layer above

the plane, and half to a layer below (29). However, at the surface of this hypothetical isolated crystal, the

dehydration to form the pyrophosphate bond can proceed with the formation of only one half of an

equivalent: only those which will bridge between the surface and the first sub-surface layer. 'I'he surface

atomic P/V ratio of this material will be identical with that of the bulk (P:V=I.0), and the surface layer will

be chemically representative of a mixed orthophosphate/pyrophosphate. If the topotaxy is accomplished in

excess phosphorus, as is generally the case for the material found to have the highest selectivity, the

remaining surface orthophosphate can be transformed into pyrophosphate. This material would possess a

surface atomic P/V ratio of 1.5, irl agreement with experimental observation. We believe that these

arguments are rational and chemically intuitive, and should be valid regardless of the c._act nature of the

topology of the (1,0,0) surface (i.e., flat or stair-step) since they are premised on the stoichometry of the

compound and the topotaxy which relates the structure of the precursor to the product. Surface relaxation

effects and surface reconstruction would be expected to be minor considerations due to the fact that the

protonated phosphate moieties at the surface can retain full valance around each oxygen and phosphorus

atom (30). The five coordinate vanadium atoms which terminate in vanadyl columns oriented into the

crystal can easily solvate or chemisorb a labile sixth ligand.

When considering static models of terrnination of the crystal structure parallel to (1,0,0), in which all

surface terminating phosphorus groups are represented as pyrophosphate moieties, the most intriguing

feature relates to the manner in which the pyrophosphate groups orient about t:,e vanadium dimer. In



particular, the direction of two pairs of two adjacent groups orient together, le. up-up-down-down-up-

down, traversing the perimeter of the dimer. Figure 7 illustrates a model of the structure parallel to (1,0,0)

F._ A model of surface termination parallel to (1,0,0) for vanadyl pyrophosphate.

The dot surface is used to illustrates the accessible van der Wall surface (Connolly surface)

using a probe sphere radium of 1.5/_.

and its accessible van der Waal surface (31). This model possesses a surface layer exhibiting an atomic P/V

ratio of 1.5 ,andclearly indicates a surface cavity created by the "vacancy" of two adjacent pyrophosphate

groups. This cavity is roughly elliptical in shape and the hatemal parimeter of the ellipse is bordered by

several sets of surface terminating vanadyl groups. The vanadyl groups (or conversely, open sixth

coordination sites) that are positioned at the ends of the elliptical cavity are severely hindered by two adja_nt

overshadowing pyrophosphate groups while others vanadyl moieties more central to the cavity are more
accessible.

The importance of the directional character of the vanadyl columns, and the symmetry of the strut ture

can be appreciated when considering models such as that shown in Figure 7. If there exist stable polytypes

of vanadyl pyrophosphate (or alternatively, statistically disordered structures) which relate differing chain

symmetry within the crystal, then the number, accessibility, and symmetry of unhindered vanadium

coordination sites and vanadyl groups will be different for the different polytypes. We are currently

exploring the structural consequences of differing eutaxy in models of vanadyl pyrophosphate in order to

gain some understanding of the magnitude of the total energy d'.fferences. These calculations are being

performed using an ab-initio self-consistent-field Hartree Fock formalism which fully treats crystallographic

translation and symmetry (CRYSTAL, Pisani et al.) (32). These calculations may help us determine if it is

rational to propose polytypes for vanadyl pyrophosphate, or whether it is more appropriate to discuss these
structures in the context of statistical disorder.
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Conclusions

Our structural study indicates that the vanadyl pyrophosphate compound can crystallize with varying

degrees of disorder of the vanadium positions. The best description of the disordering is variability in the

directional orientation of the vanadyl columns rtmning perpendicular to the surface parallel to (1,0,0). This

columnar disorder becomes very important when considering the non-stoichometric P/V surfaces parallel to

(1,0,0). Terminating the surface in pyrophosphate groups places the reactive vanadium centers in cavities

with varying degrees of steric hindrance by surface pyrophosphate moieties. The degree of vanadium center

hindrance in the cavity is influenced significantly by the orientation and symmetry of the vanadyl columns

within the structure. The analysis of the surface topology reveals an isolation of vanadium centers as

surface clusters of up to four accessible vanadium centers per cavity. This model provides a means for

active site isolation, an important general propex_y for selectiv_ oxidation catalysts. First described by

Grasselli (33), the site isolation principle requires that active oxygen be distributed in an arrangement that

provides for limitation of numbers of active oxygen in various isolated locations so as to restrict

overoxidation, Our proposed surface model encompasses both of these key features. Furthermore, it is

clear from our surface model that loss of phosphorus through rupture of surface pyrophosphate groups will

enlarge the surface cavities and thus expose larger expanses of accessible active oxygen leading to selectivity

loss, As to the differences between organic and aqueous based catalyst preparations, this work leads to the

new concept that the two catalyst systems may have surfaces parallel to (1,0,0) that differ subtly in surface

topology. The distribution of accessible reactive sites associated with the surface cavities different in the

two systems because of the columnar dis,_rderdifferences. We suggest this difference can have a significant

effect on the number of surface sites well sultext for oxidation of butane to maleic anhydride.
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